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Common  Ground  is
and running
BY      KURT     WHITNELL,      MAPLE      LEAF     FOODS      CORPORATE

Wouldn't it be great if our
manufacturing

teams could see production data and

product costs across all of our
production facilities? What if our Sales
teams could see all revenues generated
by a single customer across both Protein
and  Bakery businesses while our Credit

group could view outstanding balances
for any one of our customers? Wouldn't
it be amazing  if Logistics could check

trucking capacity across our entire
distribution network?

lt  is amazing and  Common  Ground
is  making  it  happen.

Common Ground, a big part of Project
Renaissance, will  improve how we
conduct business and provide essential
services to our organization, This two-

part initiative will standardize core
financial and operating processes and
systems across the Protein and Bakery
sectors, and will also establish a
Company-wide shared services
organization.

Soon, we'II  be managing our businesses
better, sharing information and
measuring results across the Company
because we're doing the same things in

the same way. We're
counting on Common
Ground to deliver
reduced costs and
enhance
competitiveness within our
Protein and Bakery sectors
by reducing customization
and complexity we just don't
need.

Our first step towards shared services
involves reviewing our internal services

to understand the cost of delivery and
levels of customer satisfaction. We'll  be
reviewing a wide range of services,
taking as wide a view as possible.  But
we'll only implement changes if there is

a clear opportunity to improve business
operations and efficiency. At the same
time, we'll standardize existing
financial and operating processes and
systems. To be clear, not all of the
services reviewed nor the processes and
systems standardized will make the
move to the new shared services
organization -many will continue to
reside with locs. We have yet to
determine what services would work
be.st in a Shared Services structure.

lmplementing

our vision  is an

enormous undertaking,
occurring at the same
time as the demands
Of Project
Renaissance are

being felt. So we're
working with the
businesses to set reasonable
and realistic timelines,  making sure

that Common Ground doesn't disrupt
day-to-day operations by coordinating
transformation and  business plan
activities across the Company.

Ground -conf/.nued on page J3



Introducing  BistrollsTM Dinner  and  Sandwich  Rolls
BY      EMILY      LIANG      AND      DINNA      TROVERO,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The
Hyatt in Northbrook,
Illinois,  site of the  North

American  Retail  Sales

meeting, was also the setting for the
BistrollsTM  Premium  Dinner and

Sandwich  Rolls launch.

The room was transformed into a caf6
with burgundy tablecloths and

gleaming plates of fresh baked, savory
rolls -a mix of better for you, premium
and portion control options -all of
which consumers are looking for and
demanding.

On  March 8, 2007,  50 associates

gathered to learn about the BistrollsTM
program and the solution it would
provide to customers to meet consumer
demand.  Entering a room bursting with
spectacular visuals and displays,

participants were invited to taste and

learn about this new line of dinner and
sandwich  rolls,  now available

throughout North America. A full day
of presentations and workshops

followed, arming the Sales Team with
the knowledge and expertise to fully
support our customers.

Reaching this point required a

coordinated effort by a dedicated cross-
functional team. The involvement from
Sales, Category Marketing, Customer
Marketing,  R&D,  Purchasing,  Finance,

Supply Chain, QA, Six Sigma and others
was instrumental in reaching our target
launch  of April  2007,

''BistrollsTM offers the retailer a

premium quality assortment of dinner
and sandwich rolls, an easy-to-navigate
merchandising destination providing a
one-stop shop for all of the consumers'
roll needs, promotion targeted at
creating trial and awareness, and

Bistrolls -conft.nued on page 3

Real  Meat.  Real  Easy.  Real  Delicious.
Introducing new Maple  Leaf Chunks!
BY      DAVID      GRACHNIK,      MAPLE

Tired of tuna? Looking for a
versatile, great-tasting and

high protein alternative?

Introducing  Maple Leaf Premium
Chicken Breast and White Turkey
Chunks -fully cooked chunks of real
white meat in the convenience of a
142g can. Just pop the top and in
seconds you have the ultimate
ingredient to help add flare to your
food.

Not only are  Maple Leaf Chunks great-
tasting, but they are good for you too.
They are high in protein -28-percent
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meat protein -and bear the Health
Check symbol of approval,  meaning
they are low in sodium and low in fat.
Packaged in chicken broth for enhanced
flavour,  Maple Leaf Chunks are a  must
for a quick snack on the go or as an
input to a fantastic meal.

The Chunk segment is relatively new to
Canada. There are a few private label

products present in the marketplace.
Maple Leaf is the first branded  player in
this segment and will  be establishing
itself as a market leader with strong
launch activity.  Look for demos and
colourful  point of sale displays at your

Maple Leaf Cliunks are ideal for quick snacks.

favourite grocery stores all across
Canada throughout July and August.

You can find Maple Leaf Chunks in the
Canned  Meats aisle of your local

grocery store. Try them today!



New Speedvale  plant

encourages  Category  growth
BY      JODY      ARMSTRONG      ANI)      BRIAN      KELLER,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Employees are enjoying the spacious Speedvale plant.

In
July 2006, the launch of a new
facility in Guelph,  Ontario was

announced to accommodate
the continued growth of the
LunchMate and SmartLunch categories.
As a result,  Project LEGO was initiated
and, after months of deliberate

planning, construction and
coordination with all functional areas
and key stakeholders within  MLCF, our
employees started working at the new
facility on April  30.

It is hard to believe that the Speedvale

plant has finally come to fruition. To

date, employees and visitors alike have
been  impressed by this facility. The
refurbished plant boasts 54,000 square
feet of office and production space,
complete with Visible Proof Points,
enhanced security features, RF
technology in our packing and
shipping/receiving areas, and many
other improvements too numerous to
mention.

Many of these initiatives were not

possible to introduce at the Laird Road
facility due to space restrictions and the
changes have enhanced food and

people safety.

Employees are enjoying the additional
space while recognizing that some
learning curves are required during a
start-up.  Everyone involved has
succeeded in working through the
many opportunities that arise in the
commissioning of a new plant, and has
been patient as we work through and
address the challenges.

The Speedvale facility will  provide  MLCF

with the opportunity to seek continued
category growth through new product
development and product line
initiatives. We're looking forward to an
exciting future.

Bistrolls -conft.nued from page 2

consumer education. In essence, a total

program solution for the retailer,"
explained  Kelly Gervin, Vice President

of Marketing.

Consumers are  looking to replicate
the restaurant experience at home
The market has evolved dramatically in
the last three to five years. Bakery cafes
are commanding a  12-percent higher
cheque average compared with other
sandwich venues.   Bread consumption
as a whole increased by two percent in
2006.*

With consumption shifting to the out-
of-home experience, research shows
that consumers are willing to pay a

premium price for convenient high
quality breads and  rolls at their local  in-
store bakery.

''The opportunity was clear," explained

Rod  Hepponstall, Senior Vice President

of Sales and Marketing.  ''We knew we
needed a best-in-class solution for our
customers. We developed  BistrollsTM to
be the program solution to succeed in a
competitive and growing environment."

An  exceptional  range of  products
The product portfolio is comprised of 17
SKUs. They are categorized as Artisan or
Crusty type rolls,  Dinner or Sandwich
rolls with Traditional  (classic),

Wholesome (better for you) or Specialty

(indulgent) characteristics.

Early Success
BistrollsTM  has been  listed  at Sysco

Canada and two major U.S. retailers are
interested in developing the program.
Look for the BistrollsTM  rack in  partici-

pating  retailers soon!

* What's ln Store, 2007
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Canada  Bread  supports  inner City  students
BY      SUSANNE      REIMER,      CANADA      BREAD      COMPANY      LIMITEI)

Canada  BITead was  a

proud  sponsor of the
Canadian  Council  for
Inner  City  Education
National  Conference
held April  19-21  in

Toronto,  Ontario.  The
focus of the
conference was school

partnerships
supporting inner city
students.

The conference highlighted the
wonderful work being

accomplished across the country and

provided an opportunity to examine
areas that still need growth, resources
and energy. The conference brought
together an impressive and
inspirational  lineup of keynote
speakers.

As a key sponsor of this three-day
event, Canada Bread garnered major
visibility with well  over  1,500

stakeholders comprised of teachers,
school boards, parent groups and policy
makers from across the country. Barry
MCLean,  President Fresh Bakery, was
invited to kick off the second day of the
conference. Barry spoke of Canada
Bread's unwavering commitment to
nourishing the body and the minds of
today`s youth in and out of the home.

'`As an  industry leader in the area of

nutrition, Canada Bread has an ongoing
responsibility to champion the health
and well-being of Canada's youth,"
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Barry said.  ''lt is the cornerstone of a
foundation" for student success. With
numerous studies confirming the link

between proper nutrition and learning,
the message is clear that children can't
learn  if they are hungry.

Barry announced that Canada Bread
would  be expanding  its successful
flagship community program,
"Dempster's Feeding  Kids Potential'',

beyond Toronto schools to include
communities across Canada. The
announcement was met with great
enthusiasm by everyone in attendance
and, as a result, the Canada Bread
booth was extremely well-attended.
Conference delegates sampled our
lineup of Dempster's 100% Whole
Wheat, Dempster's SMART and
Dempster's WholeGrains fresh bakery

products and were eager to learn more

about the great work being done in
Toronto area schools and the available
resources.

Ultimately, it was our goal to be viewed
as an  industry leader in nutrition and
we succeeded. Special thanks to Barry
MCLean, the Ontario Field Sales Team,

Retail  Marketing,  Retail  Sales and

Regulatory for making this event a

great success.

The Foodservice Fresh Marketing team
at Canada Bread Fresh will  play an
integral  role in championing this

grassroots initiative nationally. By
forging partnerships, such as the one
with the Toronto District School Board
and the Foundation for Student Success,
Canada Bread will establish an even

greater foundation for kids to flourish
from coast to coast.

Attending the conference were: (L-R) Mike Derewlany (Ontario Foodservice Field Sales), Susanne Reimer
(Marketing Manager -Foodservice), Barry MCLean, Nicole Harari (Ontario Foodservice Field Sales), Jessica
Forsythe (Assistant Marketing Manager -Foodservice) and Dennis Mcphail (Director of Ontario Foodservice
Field Sales).



Machine

Shop  goes

hioh  tech
BY      DHARMEN      DHALIAH,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

CORPORATE

The machining and fabrication of

parts is a very complex,
precise, delicate and expensive
operation. All  Maple Leaf
manufacturing plants depend heavily    '
on these operations to maintain or
repair their equipment.

In  March 2007, the MLF Machine Shop
in Burlington, Ontario acquired an

Omax Waterjet Machining system.
Under the leadership of shop supervisor
Mike Samarco and his team, the
equipment was installed and
commissioned. After a few weeks of
intensive training, they have now
started to cut and fabricate parts.

The Omax Waterjet Machining system
uses a combination of garnet and

pressurized water at 55,000 psi to cut
virtually any material  in varying

thickness. On average, the waterjet at
its maximum speed can cut at
approximately 5 to 5.5 inches per
second (12.7 to  14.0 cm/s) with
tolerance from 0.001  inches to 0.005
inches (0.025 to 0.127 mm). With such

speed and precision, the system can
handle parts of various shape and
complexity.

The Waterjet Machining system meets
the needs of the shop to provide large-
scale cutting capacity to ML plants. It

can increase the shop's production
capabilities and cuts down on the cost
of outsourcing jobs, which are usually
three to four times more. The system
also eliminates lead time since the work
can be completed in-house.

Machining parts internally and at a
cheaper rate will help plants reduce the
dollar value of their parts inventory,
especially for expensive OEM  (Original

Equipment Manufacturer) parts. This
will also help reduce their overall

maintenance expenses.  If you have any

questions about waterjet cutting,
contact Mike Samarco at 905-681 -7536.

Above: Omax Waterjet Machining system. Inset: Original versus machined part.

That's  using

the  Power of
One!
BY     T.I.      MILLER,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

During a trip back home to
visit my dad in the

summer of 2005, he gave me the good
news that he was planning to open a
restaurant called Actors in the small

town of Petrolia, Ontario, about three
hours west of Toronto. When they
began to work on the menu a few
months later, I was invited to taste
test some entrees the chef had

prepared.

After a few bites of various dishes,  I
asked,  ''Who is your bread supplier?"
Needless to say,  I was not pleased with
the response as they had not given it
much thought nor had they selected
anything  made by Canada Bread.  I
began to tell them about our various
offerings,  including dinner rolls and

artisan  bread.

The following week,I put my dad and
his chef in touch with John
Broom field,  Food Service Account

Manager at Frozen Bakery, to arrange
for some samples and provide more
information on items available
through various distributors. John was
able to offer several suitable options
and even provided replacements for
items such as bagels being purchased
from other suppliers for one of my
dad's other restaurants,  Munchies.

Today, Actors and Munchies continue
to feature Maple Leaf products on the
menu,  including meat from
Schneider's, pasta and sauces from
Olivieri and bread,  including my

favourite -a delicious hot roast beef
sandwich served on thick slices of
Potato Rosemary bread made at Grace
Baking  in  Richmond,  California.
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Maple  Leaf

Listens  in

HEm
BY     SHERRY     PE

Last

PORATE

year, we conducted our first
major employee survey to

determine people's levels of
engagement measured by our
employees' satisfaction,  pride, intent to
stay with the Company and willingness
to provide an employment referral to
others. We ask a variety of other

questions to see what factors might be
influencing these attitudes and then
action plan against issues that
employees tell us are important.

In 2007, our participation rate in the
survey increased from 72 to 78 percent.

Employee engagement scores have held
relatively steady despite announcing
the most significant change initiative in
our history. Overall, our score improved
from 69 to 70 percent on our Employee
Engagement Index. This moved us from
the 61st percentile of the database to
the 71st percentile, meaning that our
results exceeded those of 70 percent of
the companies surveyed.

We have seen modest to significant
improvement across all survey
categories that we had on the 2006
survey,  including:

•    5-percent increase on values

alignment

•    4-percent increase on six sigma

understanding and involvement

•    7-percent improvement on  ''My

manager enables me to balance
work and personal  life

responsibilities"

•    8-percent improvement on  "MLF

managers value my contribution"

Unfortunately, we had an eight-percent
decline on  `'1 believe Maple Leaf Foods
has an outstanding future''. This is
understandable in the context of the
transformation underway in our protein
operations and the unfortunate impact
this has had on people who work in
areas not aligned to the new strategy.
We hope that this score will improve as
we complete the organizational
changes related to Project Renaissance.

Overall,  results are positive in  light of
the challenges we currently face as a
business. The improvements show that
we took the feedback seriously and
made many positive changes to better
meet the needs of our people, with
more to accomplish based on the
latest results.

Thanks to all employees who shared
their candid opinions. We look forward
to getting more ideas from you about
how to make Maple Leaf an even better

place to work!  Look for an action plan
to be announced in Q3.

ML  Bakery

uK at the
International
Food

Exhibition
BY      LISA      NICHOLSON,

MAPLE      LEAF     BAKERY     UK

In
March,  ML Bakery UK

exhibited at the International
Food  Exhibition  (IFE)  in

London,  England. This is the United

Kingdom's largest dedicated food and
drink exhibition and one of the most
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Maple Loaf Bakery uK set up a booth at the International Food Exhlbltlon lh London.

important in the world with more than           good environment in which to make
26,000 visitors attending from all over
the globe.

This was the first time ML Bakery UK
had ever exhibited and it provided a

contact with new buyers and key
decision makers. New leads were

generated and our sales team will be
working hard to develop these leads
into new business customers.



BY      SuE      PERKINS,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Food  Fight 2007 took place May
8-10 at the Blue Mountain  Resort in
Collingwood, Ontario. This annual

strategy conference for the senior
executives of each Maple Leaf loc
brought together approximately 100

people under the theme of
"Execution  Excellence''. Two days

were spent ''deep diving" what
outstanding execution looks like and
learning  how to use PCAD (Planning,

Communications, Acting and
Debriefing) as a checklist in

accomplishing our goals.

To put these new skills to the test,

participants built their own soapbox
go-karts and then competed in the
Maple Leaf Grand Prix.  Let the race

begin!



Canada  Bread's  Baking  School  is  on  a  roll!
BY      MICHEL     TARDIF,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Anew Soft Rolls course

(Bakery Technical
Training -Soft Rolls) has been

developed to meet a demand by
Canada Bread's Technical and
Operations personnel.  Following

several  brainstorming sessions in 2006
and  using Six Sigma tools  in  all four

regions served by Canada Bread Fresh

(Quebec, West, Central and the
Maritimes), a Soft Rolls course was

targeted as being a priority.

Many people have contributed to the
creation of the course material,
including  Brute MCKeown (Director,

Process Development), Stan  Piercey

(Director, Technical Support,  Fresh
Division),  Mike  Morsillo (Manager,

Technical Support,  Ontario),  Benott
Gros-Louis (Manager, Technical

Support,  East) and  Michel Tardif,

(Baking School  Instructor). The
development of the course's French
version will begin shortly and will  be
finalized by the end of this year.

As with all courses at the Baking School
located at the Viau plant in Montreal,

Quebec, training sessions combine both
theory and practice.  New roll dividing
and make-up equipment has been
installed in the pilot plant to provide
our students with hands-on experience
in the production of hamburger and
hot dog rolls.

On March 26, we were pleased to
welcome our first participants to the
five-day course -Michelle Rogers

(Production Supervisor -Edmonton),
Davinder Singh (Production Supervisor
-Etobicoke) and Rajesh Ommen

(Senior Production Supervisor -Central
Bakery). Their passion for learning and
for continuously improving their
technical skills was evident and all
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Participants in Canada Bread's Baking School included (L-R): Davinder Singh, Michel Tai.dif, Rajesh
Ommen and Michelle Rogers.

three passed the course with flying
colours.

Davinder expressed his feelings about
his Baking School experience.  ''Time

spent in the classroom was of great
value. Applications from the plant were
incorporated with theoretical
implications, which made learning

concepts very interesting and easy to
understand. The facility itself is clean,
friendly and an excellent place to learn
different types of processes used in the
Canada Bread Fresh division.

`'1 can truly say that I feel  much more

confident in my position now that I
have completed the week-long
course,,.

As in the bread course, the basic rolls

program covers the industrial baking
process and is divided  into five
modules: the soft roll-making process

at Canada Bread; ingredients used in
the production of soft rolls; dough
makeup by dividing, rounding,
intermediate proof, sheeting and
moulding; final fermentation and
baking; and depanning, cooling, metal
detection, slicing and packaging of
rolls.

Course material will now be presented
in a new soundproof training room
within the Baking School  pilot plant.
This room is equipped with a
multimedia projection system and will
allow the class participants to better
assimilate and discuss course material.



By     JEAN-FRANeois

GUILLEREZ,      CANAI)A      BREAl)

COMPANY      LIMITED

In October 2005, a project was launched
to convert Olivieri pasta sauce and pesto

packaging from the ``bag in a box" to a
proprietary format that would give our
brand a competitive advantage against

private label and other direct
competitors.

After an outstanding effort from the
whole Olivieri Foods team and Canada
Bread purchasing, the new Olivieri pasta
sauce and pesto tubs were launched in
November 2006. The tubs have a unique
shape that makes the product easy to
handle, easy to pour, spoonable,
reusable and reclosable. The product is
made of recyclable Polypropylene, is
easily stored and can be frozen and
reheated in a microwave oven.

The labelling was done using an
innovative ``in mould label" technology
which allows high-end full colour

graphics and prevents the labels from
coming off the tub, even after washing!

Alicia Mulak (centre), President of Corporate Visuals lnc., and Kevin Collins, PI.esident of Rayment & Collins
during the 2007 Gala Awards Ceremony and Dinner.

The tubs are easily stackable on shelves
with an overall rectangular shape that
maximizes the front panel surface area.

This package was given a Gold Award at
the 2007 Packaging Association of
Canada (PAC) National Packaging
Competition. This competition builds
on a 50-year legacy that promotes a

greater awareness of excellence in the
Canadian packaging and design
industries, recognizing the skills
involved in the design, conversion and
manufacture of the latest packaging
innovations.

In 2007, more than 70 brand owners,
designers, package converters, printers,
film producers, packaging journalists
and consumer group representatives
selected "the best of the best" from
hundreds of packages and POP displays
entered in the competition's seven
categories. AIl entries from the PAC
National Packaging Competition 2007
were featured in the April issue of
Canadian Packaging and were on
display at. PAcex 2007 held at Exhibition
Place in Toronto, Ontario from
May 8-10, 2007.

Coquitlam  celebrates  10-year anniversary
BY     SCOTT     TALLMAN,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

February 2007 marked the 10-year
anniversary of the opening of the
Coquitlam Distribution Centre located
on Brigantine Drive in Coquitlam,
British Columbia. Situated about 250
metres from the Fraser River, the facility
offers scenic views of the North Shore
mountains and of the multiple bridges
looking down the river towards
Vancouver.

The Coquitlam Distribution Centre opened 10 years
ago in  British Columbia,

The facility had an expansion to the
freezer several years ago and was
scheduled for an additional expansion
to the cooler in early summer of this

year as part of the recently announced
Western Distribution Strategy .
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Ge[[intl  to   know  Bob   Hedlev\JJ
BY      CHERYL      LONG,       EI)lTOR-IN-CHIEF

Bob Hedley is Vice  President

Leadership for Maple Leaf
Foods Corporate, Human Resources. He

joined the Company as Director of
Leadership Edge in  March 2001,

bringing a wealth of both business and
educational experience.

He holds a  PhD  in  Higher Adult and

Lifelong  Education specializing  in

Organizational Studies and  leadership
from  Michigan State University and a
Certified Training and  Development
Professional designation from the
Canadian Society of Training and
Development.

Before joining Maple Leaf,  Bob was the
Senior Director of Leadership and
Learning for Canadian Tire and the
Director of the Canadian Tire
Acceptance Ltd.  University.  He also held

director positions with Pitney Bowes of
Canada Ltd. and was principal

consultant and owner of Hedley and
Associates lnc., an organizational

effectiveness and development
company for private and public sector
clients.

But some of Bob's most memorable
career moments go back to his ''college
days'',  specifically from  1977 to  1990

when he held various positions with the
Community Colleges of Ontario -
Georgian, Centennial and  Durham.

Q: What were some of your proudest
career moments?

A: While working  in the colleges,I also

coached I.unior, college and university

hockey teams. Coaching  hockey,

combined with work as a Master Coach
for Hockey Canada, eventually lead to

opportunities working with elite players

as development coach for Hockey
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Canada  Men's National  Under 18,

Junior and Olympic teams from  1979-

88.  These experiences . . . led to work

experiences in Asia, Australia and

Europe.

Q: Who would you consider your
mentors?

A:  Believe it or not,  besides my Dad,

among the most influential persons in

my life were music teachers (piano,

brass and band), two of my hockey
coaches and a gentleman named Mr.

Scott, owner of the Arva  Flour Mills

where I worked  in the summer of 1973.

My hero is Terry Fox.  I  admire  his

passion for life and  his self-effacing
sacrifice. Whenever I  need strength,  I
draw on my memories of Terry.

I am also honoured to work with the
employees of Maple Leaf Foods. You

can see our trucks and plants wherever

you go in Canada and now abroad. I
think of the tremendous pride that they
have in our products and ambition to
be the best that they can be in their
work and  life.

Q: What are your goals andlor visions as
Vice  President Leadership?

A:  I champion the Leadership Edge and

believe that we can be one of the first
companies to bring the benefits of the
Leadership Edge to all 24,000

employees of Maple Leaf Foods. With

Leadership at the  Edge and Six Sigma at

the Edge, we are making it possible for

more of our hourly employees to

participate in  building a better Maple
Leaf Foods every day for everyone.

Q: What would you describe as your

primary goal  in your position?
A:  Helping everyone that I work directly

with achieve their leadership goals

because if they do that, then  1'11 achieve

mine.

Q: What are the biggest challenges that
Maple Leaf Foods faces in the future

A:  I  am a  ''glass  is half full"  kind a  guy

so I prefer to think of opportunities.
Maple Leaf is rich with opportunities;

however, the first and most important
is people. We need everyone

contributing in order for us to out-

compete and  be successful.  If I can  help

our Human Resources leaders and

senior managers make it possible for

everyone to participate in Leadership

Edge Values Focus and Six Sigma

Continuous Improvement, then I believe

we will achieve our first and most

important goal -a fully-engaged and

talented work force from hourly
employees on up.

BOD -continued on page  11



2006  0livieri
Annual  Award
Just Do  lt Award for
Having a  Bias for Action
Carmen Alessio,  Manager of
Product Development,  Delta,  B.C.

Carmen Alessio has
been an employee at
Olivieri for over 26

years. She began her
career at Olivieri as a
Supervisor, moved
on to Plant Manager

`` `` rs£,, '7//,  and is now Manager

of Product Development. Carmen is a
key member of the Marketing and
Product Development team, and has a

great reputation for being a very reliable,
experienced Olivieri employee. Her

years of service speak to the depth of
knowledge she brings to the Olivieri
business and its customers.

In 2006, 0livieri experienced
tremendous growth and after Carmen's
eastern counterpart took a sudden leave,
Carmen took the initiative to tend to
R&D requirements between the East and
West plants. Her continued dedication
and passion to both Olivieri facilities has

positively influenced the business at a
time when new product development
and many other daily and project-

related requirements are in abundance.
No questions asked - Carmen assumes
the initiative to attend to business needs
with the greatest sense of urgency.

Carmen is a very passionate person with
a natural flair for developing unique

product offerings and being able to
understand customer needs.
Congratulations Carmen for
demonstrating a strong Bias for Action!

Edi`or's INote.. Carmen's au)ard uias
inadvertently left out of our Annual
Aulards section appearing in the Spring
2007 Link. We apologize for the oversight
and offer our congratulations to Carmen
on this special achievement.

Bth -continued from page 10

Q:  Describe some of the personal andlor
business qualities you bring to your role?

A: l've always tried to learn from my work

and life experiences so here are some

insights I've gained from reflecting on

those experiences:

•    Aworkethicthat I got from my

grandfathers and father, working in the
family meat and grocery business on

the Dan forth in Toronto.

•    A retailer's mindsetthanksto my

grandfather and  15 years of experience
serving grocery customers and

cutting/preparing and dressing meats. I

also had the real-life experience of

seeing the Canada Packers Keele Street

yards and plant when I was  14.  Maple
Leaf must have always been in my

future because it was in my past.

•    A competitive drivethat I got from

playing sports and learning to win and
lose with grace.

•    Agood ear for listening and sensitivity

to appreciate others. I  learned this from

my daughter who, at age three,

grabbed my face and said,  ''Listen with

your eyes" .

Name: Bob Hedley

Title: Vice President Leadership for Maple Leaf Foods
Corporate,  Human Resources.

Residence: Toronto, Ontario.

Family: Wife Pat,  Director of Professional  Development,
Humber Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning;
daughter Erica, an accountant and expecting her first child
in August; and daughter Stephanie, 26, who is volunteering
with  Free the Children  in China this summer.

Hobbies:  Hockey is still  my hobby and  1'11  play as long as my
teammates will  have me. Sailing, cycling along the trails in
Toronto and walking around the beach with our family dog,
Bailey.

Favourite movie:  Couldn't pick one so, here are my top 3 -
Apollo  13,  Master and Commander, and Big.

Favourite book: On Becom/.ng a leader by Warren Bennis.

Favourite musical group: The Eagles -Peaceful  Easy Feelings

Favourite Maple Leaf products: Bacon, all types and
brands...and now Ready Crisp on the boat. Prime Chicken is
a close second.

If you could choose one new place to visit/vacation, where
would it be? Drive the Alaskan Highway.
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Frozen  Bakery  launches  Collection  d'Europe  breads
BY      MICKI      HARDY,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The Collection d.Europe brand of
Artisan bread was launched in

Albertsons LLC stores in  May 2007. The

program was approved when a test in
the Arizona market showed that we
could significantly improve everyday

sales through a simple demo program.

In the test stores, our team sold more
than 60 loaves of Artisan bread per day

per store by just offering samples and
simple meal solutions that would
compliment the product.

To date, four of the five Albertsons LLC
divisions have been reset with the new
schematics and the feedback from both
Albertsons Operations teams and
consumers has been very positive. We
have already received orders for 11,000
cases for the first month!

The Phase I varieties include Pugliese,

Garlic,  Multigrain,  Potato Rosemary,
Kalamata Olive,  Ciabatta, Sundried
Tomato, Sourdough, Tuscan Boule,
Honey Wheat and Asiago Cheese. Phase

Broker Terry Foster is shown with the Collection d'Europe display at an Albertsons store.

11 of Collection d.Europe will  include a

Traditional  Focaccia and a Rustic

Baguette. All of these breads (with the
exception of Asiago cheese) are

produced at the Richmond, California
facility. The Asiago cheese loaf is

produced  in Oxnard,  California.

Key program contributors were Kelly
Gervin,  Ruth Gobber,  Micki  Hardy,  Fred

Koenig and, of course, the innovative
expertise of Stephan Barbiero.

New treat for  Halloween!
BY      MAXINE      KUBISESKl,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Halloween is becoming more of an
event than an occasion. The
evening of Oct. 31, originally a

religious occasion that took on more

ghoulish tones over the years, is now a
lighthearted event filled with trick-or-
treaters, costumes, parties, jack-o-
lanterns, candied apples and, of course,
lots of chocolate.

Maple Leaf is marking this season by

offering a new treat alternative. Special
bags of Schneider Hot Rods containing
individually wrapped  Hot Rods have
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been brewed up to hand out to trick-or-
treaters!

Why is Maple Leaf participating  in this
''scary"  occasion? Halloween  has

suddenly become the newest shopping
season with total sales exceeding

$1  billion  in Canada and over four
million children  participating  in the

event. Maple Leaf is the market leader
in the Meat Snack Category,  making it
logical for us to be the first to offer a
meat snack product for Halloween.

This alternative snack will offer retailers
a  boost in  Halloween sales by stocking
and drawing attention to Halloween
Hot Rods alongside other confectionary

products.

Be sure to pick up Halloween  Hot Rods
this season and have your house be the
hit of the neighbourhood!



Getting

andL
BY      LOUAN

ready for Six  Sigma

the  Edoe
MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE      AND

KELLY      D0BBYN,      MAPLE      LEAF      Fool)S      CORPORATE

There:Sh::::indg.:i,aetj:aurney
begins with the first step" and three
sequential steps or stages of growth
and development have been built for
excellence.  Each stage is important and
has defined steps for progression.

Stage 1:  is the first stage in building

credibility with employees. The focus is
on the strength and style of the
leadership team, and establishing solid
communication plans, health and safety

programs and maintenance protocols.

Stage 2: focuses on making the
connection with employees by
implementing Six Sigma at the Edge,
and introducing ML values and best

practices for plant operations.

Stage 3: involves reaping the rewards of
a workforce that is engaged and
making positive contributions to the
business.

Six Sigma at the Edge pilots are Stage 2

plants where the teams' ability to
demonstrate leadership has touched
virtually everyone in the plant.
Members of the Site Steering
committees are involved  in planning,
executing and communicating the
rollout. Supervisors have made huge
adjustments in their leadership styles to
adapt and adjust to a much more

participative work environment. Lead
hands and front-line employees have

grabbed the opportunity to step up and
demonstrate leadership through
initiatives within the work groups.

Numerous examples can be cited as best

practices for communications,  including
a  ''Dear Dave" question-and-answer
method used at the Fresh Bakery plant
in  Hamilton, Ontario that gives
employees and the Plant Manager the
opportunity to communicate directly on
issues. The use of Town  Hall  meetings,
newsletters, work group discussion and
''one-on-one" discussion  has greatly

improved the flow of critical
information. Change has become a
desired activity, not one that is feared.

Going forward, the intent is that plants
will  be assessed using a Readiness
Assessment.  Leadership at the Edge will
support plant leaders in the
development of areas required to
launch Six Sigma at the Edge. Once
launched,  Leadership at the Edge will

join with Six Sigma at the Edge and
introduce the ML Values to front-line
employees.

We have a process and a tremendous
commitment to change from the inside
out; to build and develop strong
leadership that will  have the
knowledge in what to do, the skill  in
how to do it and the desire to change
the way we do business.

As Albert Einstein observed,  "The
significant problems we face cannot be
solved at the same level of thinking we
were at when we created them.`'

Ground -conf/rtued from page I

We're very pleased with how well our
Common Ground team is coming
together. People are being engaged
from across the organization and they
are dedicated,  highly experienced and
very knowledgeable. This team of
business,  CIS and  Six Sigma specialists

will ensure all aspects of our
businesses are well represented in the
design of standardized processes and
systems, and the transformation to a
shared service organization.

(By the way, we're still  building the
team so if you're interested in
learning about the roles available we
encourage you to review the job

postings on  Maple Leaf FIRST and
discuss any opportunities with your
manager.)

We're committed to providing you
with timely information as we move
towards operating as a highly
competitive,  unified Company.  For
more details on Common Ground,
visit the Maple Leaf News section on
My Maple Leaf.

Please don't hesitate to e-mail

your questions or comments
about Common Ground to
CommonGround@mapleleaf.ca.
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Esl  scholarships foster  Careers  in  agriculture
BY      RHONDA      BRICK,      ELITE      SWINE

Manitoba  students
aspiring to a career
in  agriculture
|ieceived an early
financial boost with
the recent award of
post-secondary
entrance
scholarships by Elite
Swine  Inc.

The company provides awards of
$1,000 each to Manitoba  high

school graduates who wish to pursue

post-secondary education  in agricultural
studies through enrollment at the
University of Manitoba (degree or
diploma  program),  at Assiniboine

Community College (agribusiness

diploma  program) or at Red River
Community College (animal health

technician program). Award recipients
are chosen by their teachers and must
exhibit outstanding  leadership

potential, strong academic abilities and
active involvement in their
communities.  In addition, they must
attend school in communities where
Elite Swine-managed  barns are  located.
In 2006,  11  scholarships were awarded.

Attending the recent award ceremonies
in Winnipeg were Rosann Wowchuk,
Manitoba  Minister of Agriculture,  Food

and  Rural  lnitiatives. Also present was
Dr.  Karin Wittenberg, Associate Dean of
Agriculture and  Food Services at the
University of Manitoba, who applauded
Elite Swine's leadership role in the

province's agricultural  industry.  She said
the Elite Swine awards facilitate
students to embark on a career in
agriculture and  its many options for
rewarding work.

''High school students entering the

Faculty of Agricultural and  Food

Sciences will  have access to a  broad
range of programming,  leading to
careers in all sectors of the agri-food
industry, from food processing to
finance and from environmental work
to international development," she
said.

'`Elite Swine is pleased to support

future leaders in agriculture and the
communities in which they live,"  said

Elite Swine recruitment specialist Roy

Hildebrand.  ''Though we are an
international company, the bulk of our
operations are in  Manitoba.  Helping

young  people prepare for a fulfilling
career in agriculture is a demonstration
of Elite Swine's ongoing commitment to
this province."

Eljte Swine scholarsllips will lielp 11  Manitoba
students fund their post-secondary agricultural
studies. Shown are (back row, I-R) Dr. Karin
Wittenberg (U of M), Delaney Johnson, Kingsley
Priest, Brendan Phillips, Glen Gratton rvice
President and General Manager, Esl), (front row,
L-R) Laranda Odell, Heather Baron, Stephanie
Swynar, Tawnya UIlenboom and Dan Kraft
(Director of Swine Production, Esl).

Hildebrand added that Elite Swine

enjoys a strong partnership with both
the University of Manitoba and
Assiniboine Community College.  He

pointed out that in addition to
providing scholarships to encourage
strong  leaders in agriculture, the
Company annually invites agriculture

students to attend information sessions
and  learn more about careers in the
hog  industry in general and with  Elite
Swine in  particular.

''These promising students need to

know they can have a great career in
the swine industry upon completion of
their studies,"  he said.



The  emergence  of  program  management
BY      STEVE      TSUYUKI,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

What is Program  Management? Program  Management is a process that
coordinates a group of related  projects  to gain benefits and  control  not
achievable  by managing projects  individually.  The  project "job  jar"  can  be
large enough  to coordinate  projects for an  I0C  or  small enough  to coordinate

projects for a plant or department.

The Program Management
Office (PMO) manages the

`'job jar"  in two fundamental ways.

First, the PMO works with all  leaders
in a business unit to ensure that only

projects directly tied to strategy or
delivering the highest business impact

get placed  in the  ''job jar''. The
number of projects must also match
the size of the ''job jar''. The number
of resources available and the time
they can devote to project work
defines the size of the ''j.ob jar",

Second, the PMO monitors the

progress of projects and works with
each project leader to escalate and
resolve any issue that can threaten the
timing or deliverables of the project.
The effectiveness of the PMO is
measured by the throughput of
completed projects, done on time and
meeting their intended goals.

Why now? There is a tremendous
amount of strategic activity in our
organization today and without the
discipline of managing all the project
activity in an organized manner, we
risk not getting important work either
completed or completed well. As locs

get larger (through mergers such as
Consumer Foods), functions centralize
corporately (such as Purchasing) and

the interdependencies between

projects and resources cross loc and
function boundaries, the need for

program management to provide
centralized and coordinated
management of proj.ects becomes

EL
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increasingly critical for business

success.

What is the PSRA? It stands+or
Project Selection  Resource Allocation.
The PSRA is to the PMO as the budget
is to Finance. The PMO facilitates the

process to ensure that the business
unit prioritizes and selects the  '`right"

projects. Projects are rated based on
whether they are mandatory, tied to
strategy or have a significant business
impact.

After proper sequencing of project
activities, the PSRA ensures that the
resources allocated to work on the

projects are not constrained.  Ideally,
this process occurs just after Food
Fight and just before Budget. With

the  ''job I.ar" assembled, the PMO
manages the proj.ect flow by
removing proj.ects that have been
completed and adding new projects
when resource capacity is available.  In

this way,  project flow is based solely
on how well projects are executed
and the availability of resources
needed to work on projects.

New standard? A profectteam
consisting of three loc PMOs (MLCF,
CB  Fresh and  ML Frozen) and two
function  PMOs (Renaissance,  CIS)  has

developed a version  1.0 document
that captures and summarizes a
standard set of processes,
tools/templates and
roles/responsibilities for all  PMOs to

implement. As existing  PMOs expand

their scope or new PMOs emerge,
they will now have a standard against
which to implement.

In addition,  not all the PMOs are
following this standard fully today.
Some are ahead and some are behind.
The goal of PMO version  1.0 is to get
every PMO operating  minimally to this
standard. The process is scaleable,
ensuring that  '`bureaucracy"  is not
created even when smaller functions
or plants implement PMO processes.
In a rapidly evolving deployment

across MLF and with the
interdependencies between PMOs,
standardization  is critical and sets the
foundation for future continuous
improvement.
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Helping a  co-worker  in  need
BY      SUE      FOTHERINGHAM,      MAPLE      LEAF     CONSUMER      Fool)S

Brad Funston has received
lots of support from his co-
workers in St. Marys.

On New Year's
Day 2007, Brad
Funston, a new
employee at the
Maple Leaf
Consumer
Foods facility in
St. Marys,
Ontario, was
involved in a car
accident that
would change
his life forever.

Permanent damage to his spinal cord
left the active, sports-minded, 20-year
old paralyzed fi-om the waist down and
suddenly facing the challenge of a new
life in a wheelchair. Although Brad had

worked for the Company for less than
three weeks before the accident, his
story touched the hearts of St. Marys
employees, whether they had met him
or not. They began a fund-raising drive
to collect much-needed money for Brad
and his family.

A plant-wide draw was organized by
local Rec Club members who donated
almost $700 in prizes. Further generosity
came from an anonymous individual
who donated an additional $300 worth
of gifts. The draw had record sales and,
along with a barbecue on March 14,
$2,000 was raised

But the caring team members didn't
stop there. While ticket sales were
booming, the afternoon shift in the IQF

department had also been collecting
money. They put forth a "challenge" to
all other departments to meet or beat
the amount they had raised so far. As a
result, funds totaling over $1,000 were
raised. AIl in all, the St. Marys employees
collected a grand total of $3,157 to help
Brad and his family.

Brad is now living back at home and
friends say he is keeping his spirits up
and is the same guy he always was. In
March, he met Paralympian athlete
Clayton Gerein, a wheelchair racing gold
medal winner, during a visit to
Parkwood Hospital in London, Ontario.
Brad was quoted in a London news
article: "My life's a little different, but
not over" and "if he can do it, anyone
can.„

Brad says he hopes to soon return to the
sports he has always loved and everyone
here at St. Marys wishes him all the best!

Schneiders offers tasty support for the Shrine Circus
BY     KlussY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF     CONSUMER     FOODS

Each year, the Shrine Circus delights Canadian children and
adults alike with its annual cross-country tour featuring awe-
inspiring acrobatic performances, funny clown antics and
impressive animal acts. Another delicious attraction that
circus-goers have been enjoying for the past 28 years is the
mouthwatering taste of Schneiders products.

As a proud national sponsor of the 2007 Shrine Circus, the
Schneiders brand is once again supporting the philanthropic
efforts of this well-known Shriners' fund-raising event.
Popular Schneiders concession snacks, including Juicy
Jumbos® Wieners and Grill'ems® Smoked Sausages, are
exclusively available at all 228 performances of the 50-city tour.

The rewarding and successful long-term relationship that the
Schneiders brand shares with the Shriners organization has
enabled thousands of children across North America to receive
top-quality medical care at Shriners Hospitals for Children.

This network of 22 state-of-the-art pediatric specialty
hospitals, built and operated by Shriners, allows children
under the age of 18 to receive treatment for complex
orthopedic conditions, spinal cord injuries and bums. These
treatments are supplied at no cost to the patients or their
families.
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Circus attendees indulge in their favourite Schneiders brand concession
snacks during the Canadian toLir which kicked off in May.

Shriners Hospitals are located throughout North America with
one Canadian hospital operating in Montreal, Quebec. Since
opening in 1922, $7.6 billion has been spent operating the
hospitals and helping more than 800,000 children.

For more information about the Shrine Circus, including the
2007 performance schedule and ticket information, please visit
www.shrine-circus.com.



Roanoke employees  bond  in  wake
of Virginia Tech  tragedy
BY     JASON      KLEIN,      MAPLE      LEAF     FROZEN      BAKERY

Apr!.J J6, 2007. On a windy Monday
morning, the actions of a lone gunman
on the Virginia Tech campus took 33
lives and injured many more, both

physically and psychologically.

While to most it may have seemed like

just another chaotic scene in a distant
corner of the world, it was very close to
the homes and hearts of many of us at
the Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery Roanoke
facility. Virginia Tech, located in
Blacksburg, Virginia, is a 30-minute
drive from the Roanoke plant. Many
employees have graduated or attended
classes there; even more are familiar
with the campus and have roots within
the college and community. The actions
of that day left everyone in a state of
shock.

"It's overwhelming when something like

this happens right in front of you, in a

place where you never imagined a scene
like that unfolding," said Kelly Foutz,
Roanoke Inventory Foreman who also
works security for Virginia Tech.

Roanoke employees showed unwavering
support and respect for the university
during the following weeks by wearing
Virginia Tech colors despite individual
academic allegiance.  Many visited the
campus to pay tribute to the victims and
to support the students who are still
coping with such loss and tragedy. The
Maple Leaf Frozen Division exhibited
the Company's Values by making a
donation to the Virginia Tech Memorial
Fund.

We are confident that after all tears are
shed and life moves on, the world will
recognize the beautiful campus, the
resolve of the students and the
unbending spirit of virginia Tech.

Several Roanoke employees show their support for Virginia Tech. Shown are (I.R) Sherry Wray, Tim Morgan,
Donna Terry, Brieon Floss, Kin Holland, Jason Klein and Chuck Snedeker.

lT donates
computers to
local  schools
BY      BETH      STONEBURNER,

MAPLE      LEAF     FROZEN      BAKERY

Jas Singh is hard at work in the lT department at
the Frozen Bakery Touhy office,

Ever wonder what happens to your
computer when IT replaces it? If you
work for Frozen Bakery, there's a good
chance it's now located at a Chicago
area school.

Jas Singh, Desktop Administrator at the
Des Plaines, Illinois office, works with
Computers for Schools to donate
computer equipment. Jas formats the
hard drives, removing company
software, and then the organization
picks up the computers to refurbish and
install their own software before
distributing to local schools. Jas has
donated over 75 computers since
December 2006, along with equipment
such as keyboards and monitors.
``1 feel good that the equipment is not

tossed into a land fill and others tenants
have even inquired about how they can
participate.„
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Bartor  Road
receives
President's
Award
BY      GARY      GABET,      MAPLE

LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Congratulations to everyone at MLCF's
Bartor Road plant in Toronto, Ontario
for achieving 350,000 hours worked
without a lost-time accident (LTA),
which made the plant eligible for the
President's Silver Award.

A celebration, complete with lunch and
a commemorative jacket for everyone,
was held on April 18 with MLCF
President Rick Young presenting the
award to the Joint Health & Safety
Committee. He acknowledged
everyone's contribution in attaining this
significant safety milestone.

Plant Manager Dave Holowaty added,
``This is an accomplishment that all

Bartor staff participate in and is solid
evidence of the commitment to safety

present at our plant.  Currently the
Bartor plant has over 250 days without a
LTA and our goal is to reach the next
achievement plateau this summer."

Receiving the safety award are: (I-Ft) MLCF
President flick Young, Plant Manager Dave
Holowaty, HR/H&S Manager Gary Gabet, JH&SC
Worker Member Danny Lepard, JH&SC Worker
Member Vince Antonacci and Certified
Management Member & Maintenance Manager
Bashkim Hasaj.
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Elite  Swine
Director
receives
Science  in
Practice award
BY     SANDY     TRUDEAU,

ELITE      SWINE

Dr. Paul Schneider,
Director of veterinary
Services for Elite
Swine, was awarded
the "Science in
Practice" award at the
AIlen D. Leman Swine

conference in 2006. This award is

presented to an individual who has
demonstrated promising research

productivity in swine medicine or
production and who has made
contributions in the creation and
dissemination of new knowledge for the
betterment of the swine industry.

In 1982, Paul graduated from the
Western College of veterinary Medicine
in Saskatoon and joined the Elite Swine

(ESI) Production System in 1987 to
oversee health, genetics and sow

production management. The ESI
system grew rapidly over the next 15

years, reaching 120,000 sows by 2003.
Paul feels privileged to have participated
in the development and growth of Elite
Swine and to have been able to build
health management and biosecurity
best practices into every part of the
System.

In 2000, Elite Swine became part of
Maple Leaf Foods and Paul moved to
the role of Director of Six Sigma. He led
the introduction of Maple Leaf's Six
Sigma processes into all parts of Elite
Swine business. In 2004, he returned to
the veterinary management of the
company as Director of Animal Health.

Paul has served in several organizations
and committees, including the
Manitoba Veterinary Medical
Association Council and the MVMA
Professional Regulatory Committee. He
is the current chair of the MVMA Food
Animal Issues Committee and the
Western Canadian Association of Swine
Practitioners, and has served on several
committees of the American Association
of swine veterinarians.

Bravo Award  for Oxnard

Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery's planning and production team in Oxnard, California was presented with the
Bravo Bonus Award from Bill Bryson, Retail Sales Account Director, for their ``Passion, Purpose and
Porslstenco" that resLilted in the flawless execiJtion of the fall 2006 Wal-Mart product launch. Shown are:
(I-R) Bill Bryson, Annette Andrado, Richard Ftondina, lvlarciJs Garcia, Linda Manzo, Derock Counter and
Lindsay Paul.



Landmark says farewell  to  Rudy
BY     THE      LANDMARK      FEEDS      SOURIS      TEAM

After a long and satisfying career with
Landmark Feeds, Rudy Doerksen retired
on June 29, 2007. Rudy joined Landmark
Feed Mill Ltd. on Aug. 20, 1973 as a
Truck Driver. In 1976, Rudy became a
Production Operator and in 1977

progressed to Mill Foreman. After the
purchase of Regal Feeds, now known as
the Otterburne Mill, Rudy became
involved in capital initiatives for the
Landmark Group.

In 1986, Rudy was instrumental in
renovating SuperTech Feeds in St.
Boniface, Manitoba and in 1994, he once
again led the renovations of the newly
acquired feed mill in Strathmore,
Alberta. Within a few years, the
company expanded again and Rudy led
the Landmark Nutrition project. In 1999,
Maple Leaf Foods purchased Landmark
Feeds and Rudy continued to support
the company as Director of
Manufacturing. When Rudy began his
career in 1973, Landmark Feeds

produced 32,000 tons of feed compared
to 723,000 tons of feed in 2006.

Rudy Doerksen retired this summer after a long
career with Landmark Feeds.

Rudy credits his success to the many

people he has worked with and to those
who have supported him over the years.
Rudy's passion for the feed business and
our employees will be missed.

Thank you, Rudy, for your many
contributions! We wish you good health
and much happiness in your retirement.
The coffee's always on, so please stop in
to tell us about your latest adventure.

Marking a  50-year  milestone
BY     ALEX      SUM,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Tony Marchello joined the Company on May 13,
1956.

Tony Marchello, also known as "Papa",
began his career with Canada Bread
more than 50 years ago as a Production

Supervisor at the Dempster's plant in
Toronto, Ontario on May 13, 1956.

Tony's fondest memory of Canada
Bread revolves around the time he
worked a 43-hour shift. Shortly after
heading home after his shift, he was
called back to the plant to work another
four hours.

Over the past 50 years, Tony has
demonstrated leadership when
delivering production results and a
dedication for the best in
manufacturing. On behalf of the Fraser
Manufacturing team, we gratefully
thank ``Papa" for his outstanding
commitment and contributions to
Canada Bread. He will always be part of
our family.

______.REjr'-,'

(Back row, I-R) Nadine Brown (H&S Intern),
Roland Rampersad (JH&SC Production
Supervisor), Sandra Minks (JH&SC hourly
employee), Daniel Rajschmir (H&S Coordinator),
(front row, L-R) MaTia Ferreii.a (JH&SC hourly
employee), Maria Cabral (JH&SC hourly employ-
ee), Joe Costa (Production Manager) and Mike
Pacheco (JH&SC Production Supervisor).

MLFF  Poultry
receives CEO
Silver Award
BY      DARLENE      POWELL,

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH

FOODS

The staff at Maple Leaf Fresh
Foods - Poultry in Toronto,
Ontario received the CEO Silver
Award for Safety Excellence on
Dec. 29, 2006. Michael Foster,
Director Fresh Poultry Operations,
congratulated employees at
multiple celebratory presentations
held during the day, afternoon and
night shifts, for working 350,000
hours with no lost-time accidents.

As a token of appreciation for the
team's effort in helping the plant
achieve this safety milestone, all
employees were presented with
the CEO Silver Award plaque and a
Maple Leaf embroidered vest.
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Passionate  people  passionate about finding a  cure
BY      JENNIFER      SEMLEY,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods employees
Michelle Saindon, Jennifer Semley, Julia
Lyrintzis and Isabelle Dupuis-Powell are
all participating in the Weekend to End
Breast Cancer benefiting Princess
Margaret Hospital. They will be joining
thousands of other dedicated women
and men in Toronto from Sept. 7-9 to
walk 60 kilometres over two days in a
bold display of courage and
commitment.

Michelle Saindon decided to participate
in the event for the third time along with
her teammates and friends on the
"Milton Mammaries". Michelle lost her

grandmother to breast cancer when she
was only four months old and also lost a
classmate in Grade 9 to the disease.

Jennifer Semley will be participating for
the second time. Last year, she walked
with nine other colleagues from ML
Fresh Foods and together the team
raised over $28,000. Jennifer is
committed to walking again to get us

one step closer to finding a cure and will
be joining the "Screaming Banshees"
with a personal goal of raising $3,000!

This year will be Julia Lyrintzis' first time

participating in the event. She wanted to
participate in something that could
change people's lives and hopefully
raise money not only for a cure, but also
help those affected by the disease to
cope and get the support they deserve.
Julia is committed to raising at least
$2,000 for those touched by cancer.

Isabelle Dupuis-Powell will be walking
for the second time this year, knowing it
is simply the right thing to do. Meeting
amazing people and being cheered on

by caring Toronto residents is totally
exhilarating! Last year, Isabelle raised
$2,900 and hopes to beat that goal this
year. She is walking in memory of a dear
friend, Dolores, and in support of Sandy
and Germaine who have been victorious
in overcoming this disease!

To make a greater impact, each of these
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods employees
has established a personal fundraising

goal. Please visit their personal websites
to make a donation online and help
them reach their goals. Visit
www.endcancer.ca and click on
"sponsor a participant".

WeekendtoEnd I]Iieast Cahcer"
BENEFITING

Princess Margaret Hospital

The  Canada

Bread  family

is  expanding!
BY      MANON      GAUVREAU

AND      CHANTAL      PELLETIER,

CANADA      BREAD      COMPANY

LIMITED
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Ro[hsav  driver  eniovs   `on  the   tlo'   li[estv[eJ                                     ,     J                                     \J                            J
BY      MICHAEL      GERBRANDT,      ROTHSAY

JOseph (Joe) Bognar has been
a  relief truck driver at

the Rothsay plant in Dundas, Ontario
for the past 21  years.  Being a relief

driver means that Joe gets to handle
many different routes including grease

pick-up, other raw materials and
finished goods.

'`1  like doing the various routes as it

gives me a chance to do different things
and I also really enjoy working with the
customers," Joe said.  ''1  like to be on

the go and hate sitting around doing
nothing.,,

Along with his duties as a driver, Joe
has also worked on the Health and
Safety Committee off and on for the

past 16 years. A year and a half ago, the
plant brought back its social committee
and Joe was eager to join. The social
committee is in charge of organizing
staff events as well as various
fundraisers for organizations such as
the YMCA.

Joe Bognar and Sue Dodds enjoy sailing during
the summer moliths.

When he isn't working, Joe spends most
of his free time sailing. A self-taught
sailor, he has worked his way up to a
30-foot boat over the past 16 years. Joe
also runs the Grimsby Yacht Club and
offers his help at the local  marina  in the
fall,  pulling boats out of the water.  In

addition, this sailing aficionado
volunteers his time at the Toronto Boat
Show held every January.

''This is a great way for us boat people

to get together and talk about sailing
in the off season," Joe explained.

Along with sailing with  his long-time

partner, Sue Dodds, Joe also likes to
spend time with his two sons Greg and
David, both in post-secondary
education.

On  March 29, Joe received a special
honour -he was recognized for
donating blood to the Canadian BIood
Services 75 times over the past 25 years.
This significant achievement comes at a
time when the need for blood
continues to increase, due in part to the
number of people diagnosed with
cancer and a rise in transplant patients.
When asked why he has donated so
many times, Joe said,  `'1  like helping

people and it all goes to a great cause.
It also doesn't really cost anything, just
a person's time."

Among Canada Bread's
acquisitions over the

last few months is Patisserie Chevalier, a
company located in Shawinigan,

Quebec. The second-largest pastry
manufacturer in this province, the
company manufactures individually

packaged small cakes, which are sold
primarily in the Quebec,  Maritimes and
Ontario markets.

Patisserie Chevalier will  be integrated
into Canada Bread Fresh  in Quebec.
"Chevalier brings an excellent

reputation founded on the quality of its

products as well as an extraordinary
team and a proven distribution

capacity, "  said Jean-Luc Breton, Vice-

President and General Director of
Canada Bread Fresh in Quebec and the
Atlantic.

Besides the Obsession, Zig Zag and
Chevalier brands of small cakes, this
addition will allow Canada Bread to
offer our partners a wider range of
holiday products.  With the recent
creation of a team dedicated to
business development, we can bet that
consumers will soon find  new pastries
on supermarket shelves.

To all of these new employees, we'd
like to welcome you to the family!

Mapwle„oods|lssue36%



MLCF
Canning  plant,  Mississauga,  Ontario

25+ Years              40+ Years

lure Badovinac
Millwright

Dave Creighton
Janitor

Margaret Armstrong
Sanitation

Milton Ftamage
Loader

Steve stoichevski,    Thomas pinkerton
Sanitation                    Retort operator/

Formulator

Sam Whalen
Sl'ipping and
receiving

Kathy Draganic
Depalletize and
feed cans

George Camilleri
Cut out operator

Not pictured

Brian Aman, Production Supervisor

St.  Marys,  Ontario
30 Years

Barb Thomson               Christine Richardson   Michael weadick
Eviscerating                    Team Leader, Thigh      Sanitation operator
Operator                           Deboning

In

`Indulge'  in

Maple  Leaf  products
BY     TABATHA      MCINTYRE,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

May 2006,  Maple Leaf
Foodservice engaged in
an innovative

promotional platform called
|ndulgeTM.  IndulgeTM  is a  loyalty

program that rewards
independent foodservice
operators for purchasing Maple
Leaf products.

Operators get credit for

purchasing any of the 700-plus
Maple Leaf products that qualify
in the program simply by sending
in a copy of their velocity reports
or invoices. Points are collected
and redeemed for numerous
rewards, ranging from golf shirts
to sporting goods to electronics.
The program rewards loyalty,
increases sales, supports the
launch of new products and
ultimately sets us above our
competition.

Since its inauguration last year,
membership is more than 600
and growing. With the support
of an aggressive membership
campaign and the assistance of
our superior ML Foodservice sales
team, membership is predicted to
double by the end of the year.
The program is unique because it
targets and speaks to the
decision makers in the business.

Companies such as Heinz have
expressed their interest in

i._i_,:EgFl
ifeuntsonfuen
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partnering with Maple Leaf on
the program. Moving forward,
the opportunity exists for
lndulgeTM to incorporate other
Maple Leaf locs such as Canada
Bread.

To support the program, an
online promotion -the Treasure
Hunt -was launched in June
2007, offering further rewards
and the chance for one lucky
operator to win $10,000 in cash!

The lndulgeTM  Loyalty Program  is

a great way for operators to
reward themselves, their
businesses and even their
employees while encouraging
operators to buy more Maple
Leaf products.

MapleLea"oods|lssue36%



New Sohneiders float  design  to

debut at 2007  0ktoberfest parade
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF     CONSUMER      FOODS

The room was
abuzz with  nervous
excitement and
creative energy as
12  teams of Conestoga
College graphic design
students  unveiled  their
design  entlTies  for  the
new Schneiders float
that will  launch  this
fall at, the  Kitchener-
Waterloo Oktoberfest,

parade  in  Ontario.

After careful consideration, the
whimsical family picnic

theme developed by students Erin
Martin, Melanie Peters and Kevin White
was deemed to best celebrate the
superior taste, quality ingredients,
heritage and tradition of Schneiders

products.

''The team's fun and magical float

incorporated a visually appealing
design that will delight parade viewers
with many entertaining details to take
in,`' said Pat Heffernan, Art Department
Manager for Consumer Foods.
Heffernan, along with Rita Weigel,
Director of Marketing Services and John
Braun, a retired employee who
voluntarily manages the float's
construction and maintenance, made
up the judging panel.

''The depth of the float's front and side

angles is great for the national
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television coverage that the parade
receives and also for attending families
and children who watch the parade
from the sidewalk,"  Heffernan
continued. The Schneiders products and
tagline of "Taste the difference that

quality makes"  are subtly included  in
the float's design and colour.

The enthusiastic winning team spent
approximately 175 hours over a two-
week period to bring their design from
conception to presentation. Much of
that time was spent researching how to
best reflect the Schneiders brand and
Oktoberfest in the theme development,
the construction requirements of the
float and how to create maximum
visual impact for parade attendees.

Erin,  Melanie and  Kevin's design carries

on the Schneiders tradition of

participating in the parade every year

since 1969. A new float design is chosen
every three years. Now that the 2007
design competition is over, a team of
student volunteers, supported by John
Braun and Conestoga College professor
Vince Sowa, will spend the summer
building the new float in time for the
highly-anticipated parade on Oct. 8,
2007. Several of the runner-up designs
were displayed at the Courtland
Avenue facility in  Kitchener during  May
and June.

If you  live within traveling distance of
Kitchener or Waterloo,  be sure to arrive
early for a curbside view of the newest
and most memorable Schneiders float

yet!  For those who plan to watch from
the comfort of their homes, visit
w\rvw.oktoberfest.ca for more parade
information  including television

broadcasting details.

Conestoga College students (I-R) Melanie Peters, Kevin White and Erin Martin showcase their
winning Schneiders float design for the 2007 0ktoberfest parade.



Supporting

our troops
BY     SUE     PERKINS,     MAPLE

LEAF     FOODS      CORPORATE

Michael Mccain received a
letter from cliff Grant of White
Rock, British Columbia, asking
if Maple Leaf Foods would join
in an effort to send "care
packages" to Canadian troops
serving in Afghanistan. The
troops are always homesick for
a little bit of home and an
effort was being made to try
and provide it for them.

The letter made its way to Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods'

Rosemary Morris, who is the chair of
the donations committee for that IOC.
It was only a couple of years ago that
Rosemary had tried to send some cases
of Vienna sausage to a regiment also
serving in Afghanistan. Unfortunately,
it resulted in yards and yards of red
tape since Ottawa has strict rules that
regulate the shipment of food and
other items to our armed forces, and
only two cases could be sent to an
individual soldier.

But this time, Cliff had found a way
around Ottawa's red tape via Russ
Hiebert, MP for South Surrey, White
Rock, Cloverdale and Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of National
Defence, and Rosemary enabled us as a
company to join in this great effort. She
worked with the Brockley Drive plant in

Hamilton, Ontario that produces the
sausages and the Canning facility in
Mississauga, Ontario where they were

processed and canned.

Next, the Distribution Centre in
Burlington, Ontario arranged for the

pickup and delivery to a warehouse in
B.C. and then they went into the special
'`care packages" for delivery to the

troops. Hopefully they had some
sausages left over for their Canada Day
celebrations.

Six  Sigma  training  evolves
BY     ANGIE      EICHEL,      MAPLE      LEAF     FOODS      SIX     SIGMA

Six Sigma training  is being
renovated!  During 2007,

one-day Six Sigma training is being
enhanced to provide better accessibility
for participants and greater
applicability to the business. These
courses are replacing the White Belt
training course which, from 2001 to
2006, was attended by over 4,000 MLF
employees.

Two new Six Sigma initiatives are
replacing the White Belt course: Six
Sigma Orientation and a group of one-
day sessions each focused on distinct
sets of Six Sigma tools. These initiatives
are better aligned to the new Green
Belt certification program and Six Sigma
at the Edge that were both launched in
2006.

Six Sigma  Orientation

Six Sigma Orientation is not a training
course, but a 90-minute awareness
building session covering the following
topics:

•  What Six Sigma is in terms of its

philosophy, methodologies, tools,
metrics, people

•  Six Sigma roles

•  Green Belt certification

•  Six Sigma and your development

•  Where to find information on Six

Sigma training

•  Six Sigma at the Edge

•  Progress of Six Sigma at MLF

Six Sigma Orientation is not designed to

provide training on Six Sigma tools.   It is
currently being piloted primarily at the
Meadowvale Six Sigma Learning Centre.
Beginning in June 2007, each loc's Six
Sigma team will begin designing and
rolling out Six Sigma Orientation to the
loc sites in English or French. By the
end of 2007, each loc will have
established a plan for providing
Orientation to all of its sites, whether
by group presentation or a manager
individually orienting a new employee.

There are no pre-requisites for Six
Sigma Orientation other than being a
salaried  MLF employee.  Hourly
employees will  receive formal Six Sigma
training when their sites implement Six
Sigma at the Edge. please note that Six
Sigma Orientation, because it is not a
training course, does not fill the
training requirement for Green Belt
certification.

Six Sigma  1-day Training Courses

Each of the new one-day training
courses is designed to teach and

provide practise in using fundamental
Six Sigma tools.  Having multiple courses
allows employees and managers to
customize their Six Sigma training
based on the needs of their business
area.

Dates will be posted on MyMLF as
course development is completed.
Target launch date for all listed courses
is prior to the end of 2007. Training
dates and registration forms are
available on  MyMLF/Six Sigma/Six Sigma

Training Courses.

Ma„LeafFoods|lssue36%
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ln  May 2006,

Maple Leaf
Frozen
Bakery

(MLFB)

launched a

proj.ect to find
an alternative

production site for six
sliced breads for Wal-Mart Stores lnc.
The Company was realizing less than
optimal profit margins on these

products due to high overhead and
transportation costs because they were
made at the Oxnard, California plant
and shipped to the U.S.  East
Distribution Centres.

After assessing potential alternatives,
MLFB selected the Canada  Bread  Fresh

plant in Woodstock,  New Brunswick as
the strategic partner for the ongoing

production of these products.

This project is a shining example of
inter-loc cooperation, delivering win-
win results.  It also illustrates what a
team can achieve by using the Maple
Leaf Values. This project involved key
experts from many departments within
MLFB  and  CBCL.

After eight months, we launched

production at the Woodstock plant on
Feb.13, 2007. The end  result and,  most
importantly, the transition were
seamless to Wal-Mart. In addition, we
delivered against our financial
commitments to Maple Leaf Foods and
our shareholders. Since production, we
have had no degradation in our quality
or service levels to Wal-Mart!
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The  Project Team  included:

CBCL Woodstock:  Karen  Harper,
Lynwood Stokes,  Mike Smith, Dana
Kaye, Nathalie Gagnon, Ouimet
Ghislain,  Keith O'Regan,  Rick Beers,

Chris F.  Kaye Jr,, Stan  Piercey, Jason

Penny,  Bonnie Hynes and  Mike
Slaunwhite

MLFB Viceroy: Jai  Shankar,  Glenn

Ramsumair, Annaliese Alexander, Greg
Cunningham, Alex Wichmann,  Kevin
Cong,  Eric Blanchard and  Brett

Marchand

MLFB Touhy:  Mike Skinner,  Dinna

Trovero, Candi Schroeder and Joe
Ridgway

Shown are members of the Woodstock team,

Shown are members of the Viceroy team.



Celebrating the Chinese New Year are: (I-Ft)
Gabriele Prong, Maria Camara, Soesen Sua
and Lan Nguyen.

Ringing  in  the
Chinese  New
Year
BY      MELANIE     WAMIL,

MAPLE     LEAF     CONSUMER

FOODS

On Feb. 15, the Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods facility in Guelph,
Ontario participated in the
celebration of the Chinese New
Year. The plant has a diverse
workforce and employees are
invited to participate in various
cultural events throughout the year,
including the Chinese New Year.
Festivities included a potluck
luncheon and a video
demonstrating various customs and
dances. Both the day and afternoon
shifts brought in a variety of
traditional Chinese dishes including
fish, rice, noodles, spring rolls and
vegetables.

The Chinese New Year is celebrated
by several countries around the
world and there are many traditions
associated with the various events.
The celebration represents new
hope and new beginnings. Thanks
to everyone who made this day a
success.

Ontario  Retail
Field  Sales
hits the
bowling  lanes
BY     SARAH      MUSTAPHA,

MAPLE      LEAF     CONSUMER

FOODS

It was a night of bowling in St,
Catharines, Ontario as part of the
Regional Spring Sales Meeting in
March for the Ontario Retail Field
Sales Force. Field Sales in Ontario

presently consists of 52 Sales
Representatives, four District
Managers, a Regional Field Sales
Manager and a Sales Coordinator.

Events like this one help bring

people and teams closer together.
The team spirit and camaraderie
that exists today is a direct result of
the efforts of each and every
member of this team. We have
pulled together as one and stand
tall with a group of amazing and
dedicated men and women.

As with any new launch, our Field
Sales Force does phenomenal
work with immense pride and
passion, carrying the Maple Leaf
torch proudly. We decided to
name our teams after the Simply
Fresh products to mark the launch
of the Simply Fresh product line.

The Honey Garlic Porks were the
first-place winners. They were
followed by the Chicken Gumbos
in second place and the
Mushroom Grilled Chickens in
third place. To sum up the
evening, everyone had a ball!

The Honey Garlic Porks: (I-Ft) Cliff Brown, Judy MCGrath, James
Turner and Mike Brown.

Tlle Chicken Gumbos: (I-R) Tim Josslin, Vince Marincola,
Sandra Lendvay and Rick Dacosta.

The Ivlushroom Grilled Chickens: (L-R) Brad Waldeli, Jack
Ranger, Judy Leach, Craig Jamiosoil and Johii Hare.
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Transparency
starts from
within
BY      BOB      HEI)LEY,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

When mistakes happen,
my first reaction  is  to
find  an  excuse like
blaming  someone  o|T
something for the
mistake.  It's  a  natural
reaction;  after all.
we're  human.

U
nfortunately, this reaction often
involves those closest to me like
my work colleagues or family

members and can be harmful to those
relationships.  It's taken most of my life
to realize that the best leaders don't
find excuses or blame something or
especially someone for their mistakes.
They possess introspective transparency.

Great leaders are characterized as

people who make few mistakes;
however, if you study those leaders

you'Il find that they do make
mistakes. They just admit them
sooner and move on by accepting
responsibility and then taking steps
to make sure that they don't repeat
the mistake. How do they do that?
Well, there are several  lessons for us:
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1.    Theyare open toall outcomesand
are not invested in  "their way" or

judgmental about someone else's so
they freely admit mistakes and don't
look to blame someone or something.
They often just say ''my fault" and get
on with the fix. That's active
introspection. One of the best ways to

gain  leadership credibility is to act
quickly, accept responsibility, don't look
to deflect or separate who was
responsible for what portion of the
mistake and focus on what needs to
be done to get it right the next time.
When you take charge in these
situations,  others usually quickly look
for ways to support you and move
On too.

2.    They practice reflection and are able
to overcome mistakes. They don't deny
their role in the mistake. They start by
accepting full responsibility for the
mistake. This reflection can be in the

form of a self-analysis or ''inner
dialogue" of an incident either
immediately following the action or at
any point in time later when you
choose to analyze the incident. We call
this  "critical incident" technique and
we practice it at our Direct Personal
Leadership  1  Academy. Ask yourself

questions like: what happened, what
were the facts of the situation, did I act
responsibly, was everyone involved

prepared and what could I have done
differently to avoid the situation.

3.    They seek feedback; they don't wait
for it to come to them. They learn from
their mistakes by being open to input
that might be challenging to accept. For
example,  if their behavior has been
insensitive or harmful to others, the
tendency to deny or not believe may be
strong or if there is stress involved,

people might be looking for someone
to whom they can direct their anger or
they may be insensitive. Successful
leaders alleviate stress in situations just
by being sincere, attentive, listening
fully to their story and seeking to

understand the situation. The facts
separate the anger from reality.
Again, when a leader takes

charge in these situations -

quickly getting those involved to
'`move on'', venting anger and

dealing with shock or sadness to
begin the process of re-establishing
a normalized situation -others will
support the leader.

Living the value of transparency is a
life-long journey. Try regularly

reflecting and holding that inner
dialogue. I recommend keeping
notes so record your insights and
lessons -after all, these are the

roots of wisdom.



Rothsay  drivers  get the  inside  scoop  on  SRMs
BY     SABRINA     SAUNDERS,      ROTHSAY

Roth say ::is:e:sa:::# ::e
their time on the road, but a recent
meeting gave the team a chance to
connect, discuss any concerns and catch
up on  upcoming changes. The semi-
annual Dundas drivers' meeting was
held on  May  12  in  Dundas, Ontario.

Ryan  Reid,  Six Sigma  Black Belt, took

the time to discuss Specified Risk
Material  (SRM), which will no longer be

accepted for processing at Rothsay's
ruminant rendering facility in  Dundas

and must be segregated from the
routes unloading at Dundas. We knew
the importance of communicating this
to the drivers who provide daily service
to over 50 affected customers.

Last summer, the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) passed
regulations that amended the Feeds,
Fertilizers,  Health of Animals and  Meat
Inspection Acts to ban Specified Risk
Material from the feed chain as of July
12,  2007.  Specified  Risk  Material  is

defined as the skull,  brain, trigeminal

ganglia, eyes, tonsils, spinal cord and

dorsal  root ganglia of cattle aged 30
months or older, and the distal ileum of
cattle of all ages. The ban is being put
in place to introduce additional food
safety firewalls with the purpose of
decreasing the threat of BSE infection
in Canadian cattle.

The additional protocols are also
expected to open up export markets for
Rothsay's protein meals and enhance
the reputation of Canadian beef all
over the world.

Rothsay drivers are proud of their
customer service. Much of the
satisfaction comes from the
relationships they have cultivated and
sustained over the years. We recognized
the importance of providing this
information to those at the front line of
the organization.  Ryan acted as the
subject matter expert and explained the

general process flow, the customers
affected, the collection  plan, collection
look-outs,  responsibilities and actions
taken to prepare Rothsay for this
regulatory change.

The Dundas drivers were also honoured
for their years of accident-free driving.
We are extremely proud of our drivers'
achievements and a total of 43 drivers
were recognized from the
Transportation  Health & Safety
Association of Ontario.

The following employees  have
achieved  more than  20 years of
accident-free  driving:

Gord  Hall -29 years

Peter Worron -28 years

Mike Galbraith -27 years

Terry Braund -27 years

Bruce Williamson -26 years

Terry Cormier -25 years

Lou Montreuil -24 years

Bryon Watson -22 years

Randy Thomson -22 years,

Joe Hagerman -22 years

Peter Ott -21  years

Bill  Roukema -20 years

John Boers -20 years

Plant  recognition  for Six Sigma  at the  Edge
BY      MARIE      GAI)ULA,      MAPLE      LEAF      Fool)S      SIX     SIGMA

Having effective leadership is a key factor in the
successful  implementation of Six Sigma at

the Edge. At a dinner on March 7, the leadership teams for
both Rivermede and Hamilton were recognized for their
contributions to Six Sigma at the Edge, the resulting
improvements to the materials and the positive impact to
the business.

Six Sigma -conft.nued on page 3j

Pictured right: Canada Bread Frozen Rivermede Plant:
Michael Mccain, Tom Tinmouth (Plant Manager) and Steve Pilon

(Six Sigma Site Coordinator).
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Summer -fresh  from  nature
ARTICLE      BY     JANE      LA     ROCQUE     AND      RECIPES      BY     CHRISTINE

CHAMBERLAIN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

The  middle of si[mmer has  so

many benefit,s.  f[.om  grcal

weather  lo  long weekends  to

Oiit,(iooii  pu|isuiLs.  I)u[  I)erha|`)s

the great.est gift of t,h€`  season

is  the  abiindance  of local  [`ruil-

an(I  vc`,gclal]les.  Therc's

nothing  l'rcsher  than  the  salad

I,hat conlains  [omaloe,s  from

your own garden  or sweete,r
than  lhe  ljeri.y you  rjick

yourself.

Typically,#:i:hai::oflocal
vegetables as tastier, fresher and
cheaper than their equivalent ''winter
imports''. But two additional hidden
benefits exist: they are more nutritious
and better for the environment. That's
right -the shorter the length of time
from `'earth to mouth'', the better!
Once picked or ripened, fruit and
vegetables begin to lose their vitamins
and nutritional value.  Buying  locally

grown fruit and vegetables also
supports our local farmers. Produce at
farmers' markets is renowned for being
at the peak of flavour since farmers
time their harvests, knowing that their

produce does not have to travel long
distances which, in the case of imported

produce, can sometimes take weeks to
arrive on store shelves.

But if the thought of biting into a

peach that is so fresh  its juice is still
warm from the sun is not enough to
tempt you, there is always the old
adage of ''an apple a day''. It's a well-
known fact that fruit and vegetables
are nutrient rich but did you also know
that variety is almost as important as

quantity? Choose a variety of colours
and tastes to optimize nutritional

goodness.

Here are a few ways to enjoy
Summer,  Fresh  from  Nature:

•    Makea date nextsaturdaytovisit

your local farmers' market! Take in
the colours, aromas and tastes along
with the farmers' friendly banter
and watch your children be
awestruck by nature's bounty as they
race toward baskets of plums and
trays of berries.

•    Add fruitto a dinner recipe. Fresh

fruit infuses incredible flavour into a

main meal. Enjoy Watermelon and

Feta Salad with Fresh Basil as a

complement to any grilled meat. It
won't be long before this side dish
becomes a family favourite!

•    Makeyourown marinades using

your favourite fruit -not only will
they be fabulous and bursting with
the flavour of real juice -they'll also

be lower in salt than most on the
market today. Try Citrus Salsa -it's

great with grilled chicken or pork
and can also be used as a marinade.

•     Makea lightlunchonasummer

afternoon and take your latest
favourite read to your patio. The
Tomato-rubbed Bruschetta and the
Tomato, Peach and Boconcini Salad

go great together!

Tomato-rubbed  Bruschetta

6                vine-ripened tomatoes,  cut in  half

8                garlic  Cloves,  peeled  and  left whole

1/4  Cup   olive  oil  (approx.)

Crusty French  bread, fooaocia  or

sourdough, sliced

1                 bunch fresh  basil,  Coarsely tom

Or Chopped

Salt and  pepper

Grill bread slices on a barbecue or
under the broiler. Drizzle some of the
olive oil on top of the grilled bread.
Rub bread with whole garlic cloves,
Squeeze and rub the tomato over the
bread slices. Season with salt and

pepper, and sprinkle basil over each
slice.

Enjoy warm. Great with grilled chicken
Or pork.



Watermelon and  Feta  Salad with
Fresh  Basil

6  Cups    seedless watermelon,  oubed

(1 -inch  Cubes)

Juice  of 2  limes

1/2  cup  fresh  basil,  coarsely chopped

1/4  cup   olive  oil

2 tbsp.     balsamio vinegar

1  cup       feta  Cheese,  Crumbled  or diced

Salt and  pepper

ln a large bowl, combine watermelon,
lime juice, fresh  basil,  olive oil,  balsamic

vinegar and feta cheese. Toss gently.
Season with salt and pepper. Enjoy with

your favourite grilled foods.

Tomato,  Peach and  Boconcini
Salad

2                vine-ripened  red tomatoes

2                vine-ripened yellow tomatoes

2               vine-ripened  orange tomatoes

3                ripe  peaches,  peeled  and  out

into wedges

1                 sweet onion, thinly sliced

8                balls boooncini  (fresh  mozzarella),

quartered

1/4  cup   fresh  basil  leaves, thinly sliced

1/4  Cup   Olive  Oil

3 tbsp.    balsamic vinegar

Salt and  pepper

Core the tomatoes and slice each into 8
wedges, ln a large bowl, combine
tomatoes, peaches, sweet onion,
boconcini and  basil.  Drizzle with the

olive oil and balsamic vinegar. Season
with salt and pepper. Serve
immediately.

Citrus  Salsa

2                large  oranges,  peeled,  pith  removed,

cut into segments

2                Meyer lemons,  peeled,  pith  removed,

out into segments

1                  small  shallot,  peeled,  thinly  sliced

1                jalapeno  pepper,  remove seeds and  ribs,

finely  chopped

2 tbsp.     fresh  basil,  Coarsely  Chopped

Zest  of  1  lime

Juice  of 2  limes

4tbsp.     olive  oil

2tsp.       honey

Toss all ingredients together. Great
served with grilled chicken,  pork or fish.
Fabulous with grilled sausages or on
hamburgers.

Can also be used as a  marinade. Be sure
to use fresh salsa if serving with  your
finished  meal.
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Outstanding contributions include:
Creativity that can be seen in how processes are being
simplified without spending unnecessary capitol.

People are the heart of continuous improvement. `'One Maple
Leaf Team" is the mantra through the work group meetings
where employees are enlisted in making tomorrow better
than today. In this way, all the teams are pulling in the same
direction.

Planning the shift in thinking from "I have a problem and am
waiting for management to solve it" or `'1 have a problem,

please help me" to `'1 have a problem  but I  have a solution`'
and finally ''1  had a problem and  look what we did".

Both plants recognize that developing the skills of Continuous
Improvement is fundamental to individual and site success
and their efforts were tireless.

Their journey toward Six Sigma at the Edge began in the fall
of 2005 and,  like most initiatives, the heart of the story is
human change, encouraging both the leadership team and

Canada Bread Fresh Hamilton Plant: Michael Mccain, Dave Poirier (Plant
lvlanager) and Ken Cheverie (Six Sigma Site Coordinator).

the front-line employees to take it seriously. It was a person-
by-person approach and the journey will never be finished,
but the team relationship is being built and already the
difference is like day and night. Congratulations to both
teams!
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Enjoy an  endless

summer of fun,  food
and  prizes
BY     MICHAEL     PONTER,

CANADA     BREAD      COMPANY     LIMITED

It's
summertime and that means getting outside
after a long, cold winter and having fun in the

sun with family and friends!

Whether you are at the cottage, the park or in your
backyard, what better way to enjoy a warm summer day
than with a barbecue? There is just something special
about the taste of food cooked on the grill.

This summer, barbecuing will be even more exciting as
Canada Bread presents its ''Endless Summer" hot dog
and hamburger bun national consumer contest. Until
Aug. 26, consumers can go online and enter for a chance
to win an Ultimate Family Vacation of their choice -four

grand prizes to be awarded in total ! With a vacation
value of $7,500 per prize, winners will be able to
experience a getaway of a lifetime. Additionally,
consumers will automatically be eligible for a chance to
win weekly ipod Nano prizes.

Look for participating products and displays in stores
now and go online for official rules and entry details.
Happy grilling and make this summer an endless
summer!


